Interns with Tutor/Mentor Connection and Tutor/Mentor Institute, LLC since 2005

INTRODUCTIONS And ARTICLES

Song Mi Lee Introduction 2012
http://www.tutormentorexchange.net/images/PDF/songmilee.pdf

Song Me Lee blog articles
http://tutormentorconnection.ning.com/profiles/blog/list?user=1dtqldzso1jlo

Sung Hee Jung (Jade) Introduction 2012

Cho In Hee Introduction, 2011

Cho In Hee blog posts
http://tutormentorconnection.ning.com/profiles/blog/list?user=2kox4l2k2pe7f

Jong Seop Won introduction, 2011
http://tutormentorconnection.ning.com/profiles/blogs/jongseops-selfintroduction-plz

Jong Seop Won blog posts
http://tutormentorconnection.ning.com/profiles/blog/list?user=35vy7qt2kqih

Minsub Lee Introduction 2011

Minsub Lee blog articles
http://tutormentorconnection.ning.com/profiles/blog/list?user=2an55ghawv14d

Sam Lee Introduction 2011
http://tutormentorconnection.ning.com/photo/intro-1

Sam Lee blog articles
http://tutormentorconnection.ning.com/profiles/blog/list?user=2771il57rtuo5

Minsang Lee (Justin) Introduction 2010
http://tutormentorconnection.ning.com/profiles/blogs/hi-im-justin

Jawon Koo blog (and project) 2010
http://tutormentorconnection.ning.com/profiles/blog/list?user=2166loajj0rmf

Enso Lee (Kudo) blog 2010/introduction
http://eunsoo4union.blogspot.com/
Ning posts by Ensoo Lee - http://tutormentorconnection.ning.com/profile/eunsoo4union

Willow Yang Liuging, 2010 introduction
Willow Yang Liuging blog posts
http://tutormentorconnection.ning.com/profiles/blog/list?user=3qd1lg2xd1vc2

Liu Chong introduction - 2010
http://tutormentorconnection.ning.com/profiles/blogs/first-day

Lui Chong blog posts
http://tutormentorconnection.ning.com/profiles/blog/list?user=2n5ila7idxbq

Gunwoong Go introduction 2009
http://tutormentorconnection.ning.com/profiles/blogs/gunwoongs-first-post

Gunwong Go message thread/projects
http://tutormentorconnection.ning.com/profiles/blog/list?user=2gsuq8b1j1p5t

Sung Jong Kim intro (2009)
http://tutormentorconnection.ning.com/profiles/blogs/sungjoongs-first-working-day

Sung Jong Kim projects (2009)
http://tutormentorconnection.ning.com/profiles/blog/list?user=2ewntgr4aay3

Liye Lin intro 2009
http://tutormentorconnection.ning.com/profiles/blogs/my-first-day-at-cabrini

Taeho Ko, UMICHIGAN GIS project 2009
http://tutormentorconnection.ning.com/group/tmcuseofgismaps/forum/topics/umsi-tmc-program-locator-2

E Wilson, Loyola University, 2010, introduction
http://tutormentorconnection.ning.com/profiles/blogs/first-day-at-cabrini

E Wilson blog posts
http://tutormentorconnection.ning.com/profiles/blog/list?user=32dpoyny9nbn9

Jordan Merlo, Loyola University 2009-10, introduction
http://tutormentorconnection.ning.com/profiles/blogs/first-day-of-internship-at

JordanMerlo blog posts -2009-10
http://tutormentorconnection.ning.com/profiles/blog/list?user=1fu3961db2bc&page=1

Video – Eunjin Cho – 2008
http://tutormentorconnection.ning.com/video/783429:Video:2502

Rack Hyu Shin on February 18, 2009
Chicago map and poverty area by illustrator

WebQuests created by 2008 interns from Korea, via IIT
This is Seoul - http://www.cabriniconnections.net/interns/jaekyu/
Intro to Soccre - http://www.cabriniconnections.net/interns/geunjae/

Visualization created by student group at University of Indiana, 2008
http://www.tutormentorexchange.net/flash/ChicagoMap.swf
Paul Wei, intern from Hong Kong, 2007, introduction

Paul Wei, blogs and project post 2007
http://michaelcnt.blogspot.com/search?updated-min=2007-01-01T00:00:00-08:00&updated-max=2008-01-01T00:00:08:00&max-results=8

Michael Tam, Intern from Hong Kong, 2006, intro
http://michaelcnt.blogspot.com/2006/07/reflection.html

Michael Tam, Final reflection, 2006
http://michaelcnt.blogspot.com/2006/08/summary.html